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Abstract

The three-dimensional morphology of the innervation of touch domes in the hairy skin folds of cat forepaws was investigated by the confocal

laser scanning microscopic analyses of sections stained immunocytochemically with primary antibodies for protein gene product 9.5,

neurofilament 200 and cytokeratin 20 in combination with transmission electron microscopic observations. One square centimeter of interdigital

skin can contain as many as 68 touch domes. Each touch dome can have up to 150 Merkel cells and all are innervated by a single large-caliber

afferent myelinated nerve fiber at the level of the palisade endings around the guard hair. It gives rise to multiple long, myelinated branches. Each

final myelinated branch gives rise to several short and fine unmyelinated branches, supplying approximately 15 Merkel cell–axon complexes. Each

Merkel cell is typically contacted by multiple small discoid endings instead of by a large single one. Discoid endings on separate Merkel cells were

usually the distal ends of the unmyelinated branches, although, some were en-passant swellings of the branches. Only a few Merkel cell–axon

complexes at the marginal zone of each territory could also be supplied by adjacent final myelinated branches. Each Merkel cell is surrounded by

protrusions of keratinocytes that are penetrated by several collagen bundles of the dermis. This intricate pattern of innervation may explain the

unique irregular discharges of action potentials typical for this type of mechanoreceptor.

# 2008 Elsevier Ireland Ltd and the Japan Neuroscience Society. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The first description of touch receptors in the glabrous skin

of domestic animals was published by Merkel in 1875. In the

hairy skin, the thickenings of the epidermis with Merkel cells in

man were referred to as ‘‘Haarscheiben’’ by Pinkus (1905). The

English term ‘‘touch dome’’ was introduced by Straile (1960).

Electron microscopic observations in combination with

physiological recordings from touch domes were first carried

out by Iggo and Muir (1969). There has been a long-lasting

controversy concerning the role of the Merkel cells in these

mechanoreceptors; for a review, see Halata et al. (2003). Recent

experimental evidence suggests that Merkel cells are important

for the slowly adapting response to sustained mechanical

stimuli (Cahusac et al., 2005; Cahusac and Senok, 2006;

Haeberle et al., 2004). In contrast to other cutaneous

mechanoreceptors, Merkel cell receptors have characteristic

irregular discharges of action potentials (Horch et al., 1974).

This has led to the assumption that a large number of sites

performing the mechano-electric transduction process work

independently from each other. The sensor potentials from

these sites converge at the first node of Ranvier to trigger action

potentials without resetting the sensor potentials from other

sites.

Confocal microscopy and computer-assisted three-dimen-

sional reconstruction of complicated structures have opened

new avenues for looking at the relationship between afferent

nerve fibers and Merkel cells. Such studies have been carried

out on skin from human finger tips by Guinard et al. (1998) and

on cat and rat sinus hairs by Ebara et al. (2002). In the present

study, we utilized these methods to reinvestigate the arrange-

ment of nerve terminals around Merkel cells and the branching
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of afferent nerve fibers from the trunk fiber up to the Merkel

discs.

2. Materials and methods

Three domestic adult cats ( fellis catus l., 3–4 kg body weight, male) were

used for this study. Experimental protocols followed the National Institutes of

Health guidelines for animal research and were approved by the Institutional

Animal Care Use Committee of Meiji University of Oriental Medicine.

The animals were anesthetized with a combination of ketamine (25 mg/kg

b.w., i.m.) and sodium pentobarbital (50 mg/kg b.w., i.p.) and were transcar-

dially perfused with a 0.1 M phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) followed

by 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (PB, pH 7.4, 4000 ml per

cat) at room temperature. Interdigital skin from the front paws was removed and

post-fixed in the same fixative solution overnight at 4 8C. The tissue blocks were

cryoprotected by immersing in 30% sucrose in PBS overnight at 4 8C. Serial

sections (150–200 mm thick) were cut on a cryostat (Leica Microsystems,

Wetzlar, Germany) perpendicularly to the skin surface and longitudinally to the

axis of the digit.

Sections were processed for immuno-fluorescence cytochemistry. First,

they were pretreated with 10% H2O2 in PBS containing 0.3% Triton-X100

(PBST) overnight at 4 8C followed by 12 h at room temperature. After rinsing 3

times for 2–3 h total in PBST and preincubating in 10% normal goat serum in

PBST for 2 h, the sections were incubated at least for one week at 4 8C in

polyclonal rabbit anti-protein gene product (PGP 9.5, UltraClone Ltd., Cam-

bridge, U.K.; 1:10,000), anti-neurofilament 200 (NF200, Chemicon, U.S.A.;

1:6000) and/or monoclonal anti-cytokeratin 20 (Novocastla, U.K., 1:25). The

sections were then rinsed at least 5 times for 10 min each with PBST and

incubated overnight at 4 8C in goat anti-rabbit or goat anti-mouse IgG con-

jugated to either Alexa 488 (1:500) for green fluorescence, Alexa 568 (1:500)

for red fluorescence or Alexa 633 (1:500) for far-red fluorescence (Molecular

Probes, Inc., Eugene). The sections were immersed in 0.01% propidium iodide

in 0.1 M PB for counter staining of nucleus when needed. After rinsing in 0.1 M

PB, the sections were immersed in 50% glycerol in 0.1 M PB and covered on

both sides with two pieces of large coverglasses with Vecta Shield (Vector

Laboratories). Photographs were taken on a Nikon microscope E-800 equipped

with a Nikon DXM digital camera and interfaced with the Act II software

(Nikon Co., Tokyo, Japan).

Confocal optical sections were photographed with a confocal scanning

laser microscope, Radiance 2000 (BioRad Laboratories, Hertfordshire, U.K.,

mounted on an Eclipse 800, Nikon), using 20� and 60� objective lenses

(Plan Apochromat, 0.75 and 1.4 NA, dry or oil immersion, 1.0 and 0.21 mm

working distance, respectively). Imaging of Alexa 488, 568 or 688 fluor-

ophores was performed with 488 nm line of an Argon laser, 543 nm line of a

green-Helium/Neon laser or 638 nm line of a red diode for excitation, and

515–530 nm band-pass filter, 570–590 nm band-pass filter or 660 nm long-

pass filter for the selection, respectively. Z-axis serial sections (image size,

512 � 512 pixels) were scanned at 1.0–0.5 mm intervals with a pixel size of

1.2 mm (20� lens) or 0.41 mm (60� lens). VGStudio max software (Volume

Graphics, Heidelberg, Germany) was used to reconstruct the obtained stack

images.

Whenever any objective structure was so large to straddle throughout

thick sections or occasionally to be cut into two serial sections, all the

reconstructed structures captured from ‘‘both side scannings’’ were further

combined on the VGStudio Max software (Figs. 3b–d, 5 and 6). Some three-

dimensional structures were visualized with surface-shading rendering

method using VGStudio Max to obtain all the images from the confocal

stack images shown in this paper (c.f. Guinard et al., 1998). If necessary,

movie files were created and each aspect was observed. Photoshop software

(version 7., Adobe, CA, USA) and Power Point 2003 (Microsoft, CA, USA)

software were used for image correction, coloring or preparing schematic

drawings. Almost all three-dimensional structures were individually colored

in pseudo-colors.

After confocal microscopy, some thick sections were rinsed well in PBS,

fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde, post-fixed with 1% OsO4 in PB and re-embedded

in Epon (Lubeak 812). Semithin sections were stained with toluidine blue.

Ultra-thin sections were contrasted with uranyl acetate and lead citrate accord-

ing to Reynolds (1963) for examination using a JEOL-1220 electron micro-

scope.

Fig. 1. (a) Cat forepaw with five digits indicated by numbers. (b) The interdigital skin fold was cut into sections of 150 mm thick, which were then placed between two

cover slips for observations from both sides. (c) One skin fold (the medial side of digit number 3; 3 M, scale bar: 1 cm) reconstructed from 16 thick serial sections and

16 layers with the indicated touch domes corresponding to each section. Every touch dome is indicated by a white disc. In total, 81 touch domes were observed, but 13

touch domes (red stars) are shown in two adjacent sections; therefore, this skin fold could contain up to 68 touch domes.
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Fig. 2. Example of 10 touch domes from the interdigital skin fold shown in Fig. 1. (a) Circles indicate the location of each of the ten touch domes (c–k). Arrows on the

circles indicate the direction of the tip of the guard hair. (b) Number of CK20-positive Merkel cells in each touch dome. The average from 68 touch domes was

43.2 � 4.1 (mean � S.E.M.). The number ranged from zero (g) to 145 (k). (c–k) All 68 touch domes except (d) and (e) showed an oval shaped appearance in PGP9.5-

positive nerve elements and cluster of CK20-positive Merkel cells (inserts). The number in each insert indicates the number of CK20-positive Merkel cells. Although

touch dome (g) had no CK20-positive Merkel cells, it was considered as a touch dome because of the particular nerve distribution (g). The arrow indicates the

direction of the tip of the guard hair. Guard hairs belonging to the touch dome are not always observed on the same plane. Touch domes divided into two portions in

neighboring serial sections (h1 and h2) were reconstructed as one touch dome. The three-dimensional structures of the touch domes (d), (h) and (k) were reconstructed

in Figs. 3b–d and 8, respectively.

S. Ebara et al. / Neuroscience Research 61 (2008) 159–171 161
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Fig. 3. Three-dimensional reconstruction of the touch dome in the cat skin fold. (a) Most touch domes are oval-shaped with diameters between 100 and 200 mm. (b) Ring

shaped touch domes with a hair shaft in the center are rarely observed. (c) A touch dome divided into two (or more) portions in two serial sections (Fig. 2 h1 and h2) was

reconstructed as one touch dome. (c1) is a top view from the skin surface and (c2) is a side view. No single guard hair but three bundles consisting of fine vellus hairs

(asterisks) around the touch dome could be seen. (d) The touch dome having145 CK20-positive Merkel cells (d4 and Fig. 2k) with its PGP9.5-positive nerve elements

continuing toward the deep dermis was reconstructed. Six serial structures (blue boxes) were three-dimensionally combined, and top (d1), front (d2) and back (d3) views of

the touch domeare shown. The rolling dashed line in (d1) indicates the skinsurface. Theabsence of a structure in thedashed rectangular indicates an intentional omission of

additional reconstruction to show the innervation just beneath the epidermis. While abundant fine nerve fibers forming dense meshwork beneath the Merkel cells supplied

free nerve endings distributed in the epidermis (arrows), two thick myelinated afferents descended from the Merkel cell–axon complexes (open arrows). They merge into a

trunk fiber at the proximal level.
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3. Results

3.1. Distribution of touch domes

The cat paw has four digits (numbers 2–5) at the distal end

while the first digit is positioned further proximally. The

interdigital hairy skin on the medial side of digit no. 3 has the

largest area of approximately 1 cm2 and can contain up to 68

touch domes (Fig. 1). Touch domes that appeared to be divided

into two in the serial sections could be three-dimensionally

reconstructed into one structure (Figs. 1, 3c and d). Touch

domes are mostly oval-shaped with the diameters of Merkel cell

clusters being between 100 and 200 mm (Figs. 2 and 3). Touch

domes surrounding a hair shaft are rarely observed (Figs. 2d, e,

and 3b). Most touch domes are located near or around single

guard hairs that penetrate the oval shaped touch dome obliquely

(Fig. 2). More touch domes are present on the plantar side than

on the dorsal side (Fig. 1). At touch domes, the epithelium

is about 40–50 mm thick, reaching almost double the thickness

of the skin between touch domes (Fig. 4).

Individual touch domes have Merkel cells with associated

nerve terminals, and the average number of CK20-positive

Merkel cells in one touch dome is 43.2 � 4.1 (mean � S.E.M.,

range, zero to 145) (Fig. 2b). A few small touch domes have no

CK-20 positive Merkel cells but indicate a particular terminal

structure (Fig. 2g). The largest touch dome in our recent

observation had a doughnut-like shape around the guard hair

shaft and had 245 CK20-positive Merkel cells (data not shown).

3.2. General description of innervation in touch domes

(see Fig. 9)

Each touch dome is innervated by a single large-caliber

myelinated fiber (Ab, trunk fiber). Each trunk fiber gives rise to

multiple long, myelinated branches. Each final myelinated

branch typically gives rise to several short unmyelinated

branches (terminal unmyelinated branch) supplying a series of

Merkel cell–axon complexes. Each Merkel cell is typically

contacted by multiple discoid endings instead of a single disc.

In many cases, a terminal unmyelinated branch supplies

separate discoid endings on separate Merkel cells at distal ends

after branching. In other cases it supplies several en-passant

swellings on neighboring Merkel cells. Only a few Merkel cell–

axon complexes at the marginal zone of each territory are also

supplied by adjacent final myelinated branches. Consequently,

a touch dome is divided into several territories innervated by

final myelinated branch of a trunk fiber, and each Merkel cell–

axon complex in the territory is connected by more than one

unmyelinated branches of the final myelinated branch.

In addition, small caliber myelinated (Ad) and unmyelinated

(C) fibers are found in close proximity to the main branches.

Details of these organizations are described below.

3.3. Fine structure of Merkel cell–axon complexes

Merkel cells are oval-shaped with lobulated nuclei and show

accumulation of dense-cored vesicles in the cytoplasm facing

the nerve terminal (Figs. 4 and 5). Desmosomal connections

can be observed between Merkel cells and keratinocytes. Many

spike-like processes extend from the Merkel cells into the

surrounding, partly invaginating the keratinocytes or nerve

Fig. 4. (a) Longitudinal semithin section of a touch dome. Five Merkel cell–

axon complexes (M) are in the basal layer of the epidermis surrounded by

keratinocytes (K). Projections of connective tissue extending into the spinous

layer of the epithelium are indicated with arrows. (b and c) EM details from (a)

showing Merkel cell–axon complexes in the basal layer of the touch dome. The

Merkel cells (indicated in red color with M) are in close contact with a lobulated

axon terminal swellings (yellow with AT) surrounded by a terminal Schwann

(TS) cell sheath (green). The Merkel cells are oval shaped with lobulated nuclei

and show accumulation of osmiophilic granules in the cytoplasm facing the

axon terminal. Desmosomal connections (arrow in c) can be observed between

Merkel cells and keratinocytes (K). Merkel cell with cytoplasmic protrusions

(arrowheads) anchoring between keratinocytes or into the terminal Schwann

sheath or the dermis (pink). In figure (c), it is clear that a Merkel cell is hung by

protrusions of keratinocytes and that the projections of connective tissue extend

into the epithelium (white arrows). They showed primary and secondary

invaginations into the keratinocytes. The dark fine fibers forming bundles in

keratinocytes are tonofilaments. (For interpretation of the references to color in

this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

S. Ebara et al. / Neuroscience Research 61 (2008) 159–171 163
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Fig. 5. (a) By looking at a touch dome more closely (a region indicated by a dashed square in Fig. 6a), a thick final myelinated branch is found to supply terminal

unmyelinated branches at the terminal point (yellow arrowhead) to a cluster of Merkel cell–axon complexes (yellow with numbers 1–15). Another final myelinated

branch seen at the lower right and indicated by arrowhead supplies terminal branches to at least five Merkel cell–axon complexes (numbers 16–20). Behind the Merkel

cell–axon complexes and their afferent fibers, additional network of fine unmyelinated fibers was found to be distributed (blue). They include fibers in varicose

appearance. (b) Detailed analyses of branching of the axon terminals at the same magnification as (a). One Merkel cell is touched by multiple discoid endings that are

connected to different terminal unmyelinated branches of the final myelinated branch (yellow arrowhead). Different colors correspond to the divisions of each

terminal branch. Each terminal branch straddles 3–4 Merkel cells in a branched or en-passant manner. Four Merkel cells–axon complexes (numbers 9, 13, 15 and 16)

appear to be composed of discoid endings that are derived from either neighboring terminal points (yellow arrowheads). Additional network of fine unmyelinated

fibers (blue in (a)) as well as main terminal branches (dashed lines) was three-dimensionally removed from the image of (a) because they were distributed at the same

level of the cutting plane. In most cases, however, the fine fibers had no direct association with the main terminal branches. (c) EM details of Merkel cells (red, M)

located deep in the papillary layer of the dermis surrounded by protrusions of keratinocytes (K), lobulated axon terminals (yellow, AT) and their terminal Schwann

sheath (green). The dashed circle indicates the position where a Merkel cell was found in the adjacent section. Arrows: spike-like cytoplasmic processes of the Merkel

cell. Scale bar: 2 mm.

S. Ebara et al. / Neuroscience Research 61 (2008) 159–171164
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Fig. 6. (a) Confocal reconstruction of a mid-sized touch dome with 50 Merkel discs. White, NF200-positive nerve elements; red, nucleus counterstained by

propidium iodide; white asterisks: free nerve endings in the epidermis around the touch dome; black asterisk: additional unmyelinated axon net works. The solid

square is enlarged in figure (b). The dashed square is the same area as Fig. 5a. (b and c) Magnified views of a. Most Merkel cell–axon complexes consist of small

discoid endings attached to the Merkel cells. Around each of them, many large and small holes could be seen (arrows in b and pink circles in (c). (c) is a magnified

view of (b). (d) Layer of Merkel cells (red, M) in a perpendicular section corresponding b and c. Around the Merkel cell–axon complexes, cross-sectional collagen

bundles are observed (pink). Arrows: spike-like cytoplasmic processes of Merkel cell. K: keratinocyte. Scale bar: 2 mm. AT: axon terminal (yellow) surrounded by

terminal Schwann cell sheath (green). (e) Magnified view of the upper region of (d) showing a bundle of collagen fibers next to a keratinocyte and a Merkel cell (red).

The white arrow indicates the hemidesmosomes between the basal lamina (white arrowheads) facing the collagen fibers (pink) and a keratinocyte. Arrows: spike-like

cytoplasmic processes of Merkel cell. Arrowheads: accumulation of dense-cored vesicles in the cytoplasm of the Merkel cell. Black arrow: a spike-like process

extending from the Merkel cell into the keratinocyte. Scale bar: 1 mm.
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Fig. 7. An oval-shaped touch dome having 137 CK20-positive Merkel cells. All myelinated branches derived from the trunk fiber were discriminated from each other

and three-dimensionally traced towards the subcutaneous, central direction. All colors are pseudocolors. (a) Overview of the touch dome. The dashed line indicates

the skin surface of the touch dome (TD). Nerve elements revealed by anti-PGP9.5 antibody showed a dense cluster like a large timber under the skin. It was derived

from two nerve bundles; the one coming up from just beneath the touch dome included thick myelinated branches, whereas the other approaching from the side

included only fine fibers (two arrows). All thick myelinated branches of the touch dome could be seen to merge finally as a thick myelinated nerve axon (open arrow)

at the level where the palisade endings are distributed. This was more than about 2 mm deep from the touch dome. (b and c) Fourteen final myelinated branches in total

S. Ebara et al. / Neuroscience Research 61 (2008) 159–171166
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Fig. 8. A ring-shaped touch dome consisting of 127 CK20-positive Merkel cells, as shown in Fig. 2c. (a) View of the nerve distribution just beneath the touch dome as

seen from the dermis. CK20-positive Merkel cells (red) were situated in a ring-shaped area around a thick hair shaft (HS) (inserted lower magnification view). In total,

15 terminal points, representing the beginning of terminal unmyelinated branches (small arrowheads), and their afferents (individually indicated in pseudocolors)

could be observed and traced towards five myelinated branches (large arrowheads). (b) The five myelinated branches shown in a were traced towards a single trunk

fiber (open arrows also in a) at the bottom at the upper level of the palisade ending (PE) using three-dimensionally combined serial images acquired from ‘‘both sides

observations’’. All other thick fibers except for the main myelinated branches were bundles of fine caliber fibers (arrows) involved in the dense distribution of fine

nerve fibers with varicose appearance (clearly shown also in a) in the touch dome. (c) Mirror image of the inserted image in a. Each of the five final branches

innervated five areas of the Merkel cells, respectively (1–5).

could be recognized just beneath the touch dome (small arrowheads). They converged into eight myelinated branches (c1-5). Asterisks: additional nerve network

consisted mostly of unmyelinated fibers. (d and e) Proximal continuation of (b). Five cross sections of the nerve bundle are shown at the left. The eight myelinated

branches converged several times (arrowheads), and finally, three branches were left (pink, red and green in e3). Each number with y or z indicates a rough standard of

the depth in the y or z axis (range, 0–512 or 0–293, respectively) in the structure. (e1) and (e2) show a longitudinally cut plane of the upper part of (d) at the levels of

z260 and z245, respectively. (e3) indicates the lower part of (d) at the level of z200. Asterisks: additional unmyelinated fibers.
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Fig. 9. Schematic drawings of the fine structures of the touch dome. (a) A schematic drawing indicating an integrated structure of a touch dome. A thick myelinated

fiber (trunk fiber, brown) divides into multiple myelinated branches (green) at nodes of Ranvier (small pink arrowheads). Each final myelinated branch (light green)

provides multiple terminal unmyelinated branches associated with a cluster of Merkel cells, after losing its myelin sheath at the terminal point (yellow arrowhead).

Accordingly, each final myelinated branch establishes a distinct terminal territory supplying a series of Merkel cell–axon complexes (MCACs). Thus, a touch dome

consists of a number of terminal territories which is individually innervated by a final myelinated terminal branch (see below). Neighboring terminal territories can

S. Ebara et al. / Neuroscience Research 61 (2008) 159–171168
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elements (Figs. 4–6). All processes protruding into the dermis

are covered by the basal lamina.

Merkel cells and the associated discoid endings are located

in the basal layer of the epidermis and protrude into the dermis

but are still surrounded by cytoplasmic protrusions of

keratinocytes. Bundles of collagen fibers run perpendicular

to the skin surface from the dermis into the epidermis

penetrating cytoplasmic protrusions of keratinocytes around

Merkel cells (Figs. 4–6 and 9). They branch occasionally

showing primary and secondary projections and reach up to the

spinous layer of the epidermis (Fig. 4).

Each Merkel cell is contacted by multiple discoid endings

forming a patchwork rather than a single disc (Figs. 4b, c and

5). Most touch domes show such patchwork-like appearance by

anti-PGP9.5 as well as anti-NF200 immunocytochemistry, but

in some cases, Merkel cells attached to only a single discoid

ending can be observed.

Many fine caliber axons surrounded only by Schwann cell

sheath, which are often called as ‘‘axon terminals’’ in the

ultrastructure literature, are usually observed just beneath the

Merkel cell–axon complexes (Figs. 4–6). They do not show

varicose appearance.

3.4. Afferent fibers of each touch dome

One of the largest touch domes, having 137 CK20-positive

Merkel cells, had more than 14 final myelinated branches just

beneath the touch dome (Fig. 8). Smaller touch domes

consisting of 56, 23, and 10 Merkel cells had 5, 3, and 2

fibers, respectively (data not shown).

Following these myelinated branches through the layers by

confocal microscopy, we could always observe these fibers

converging into one single myelinated trunk fiber (Figs. 7 and

8). This convergence usually occurred at the level of the

palisade endings of the guard hairs near the touch dome (Fig. 7).

We have never observed more than one trunk fiber supplying a

touch dome at least in touch domes having up to 150 Merkel

cells. Detailed views of the branching of a myelinated trunk

fiber supplying a touch dome are shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

In sections stained with anti-PGP9.5, the caliber of the thick

myelinated trunk fibers was about 9 mm and that of their

branches was about 6 mm each, without the Schwann cell

sheath. Thus, the diameter of the axon branches does not differ

much from the trunk fiber.

3.5. Additional nerve elements

In addition to the main nerve elements mentioned above,

abundant unmyelinated (C) and thin caliber myelinated (Ad)

fibers are observed forming an additional network (Figs. 3, 5, 7

and 8). Some of them are supplied from fine fibers in the same

nerve bundle which contains the main trunk afferent, and others

from another bundle which consists only of fine fibers and

distributes peripherally to the touch dome. They can easily be

distinguished from the main afferent fibers, because they are

clearly thinner and mostly with varicose appearance at their

endings (Fig. 7). Both networks intricately overlap with each

other. However, most of the additional network is distributed in

a layer slightly lower than the main terminal fibers and never

directly intermingle with each other (Fig. 5). Ad and C fibers

terminate chiefly as free nerve endings in the peripheral zone of

the touch domes while some C fibers may possibly be

sympathetic fibers (Figs. 3b, 6a and 7).

4. Discussion

In this study, we examined the innervation of touch domes in

the hairy skin of the cat paw by confocal microscopy of serial

thick sections using ‘‘both sides observation’’. The interdigital

skin in the cat paw is called skin folds and is richly innervated

(Kumamoto et al., 1993). In a skin area of about 1 cm2, we

counted 68 touch domes, each having up to 150 Merkel cells.

The largest ring-type touch dome we found in our study had

more than 240 Merkel cells.

The number of Merkel cells corresponds to the size of the

touch dome. However, we have to note that the number of Merkel

cells might not always correspond to the number of discoid

endings. It is not only because of multiple discoid appearance on

each Merkel cell, but also because some degeneration and

regeneration aspects were often observed in neuronal elements in

the Merkel cell–axon complexes (Ebara et al., 2003). In addition,

it is possible that some Merkel cells lack immunoreactivity for

CK20. According to our observations, some touch domes have

few CK20-positive Merkel cells even though they have dense

nerve networks similar to other touch domes.

In any case, this interdigital hairy skin area is very well-

equipped to perceive mechanical stimuli with high spatial

resolution. Often by combining morphological and physiolo-

gical examinations, previous studies focused on areas of the

overlap with each other at their marginal zones. One touch dome consisting of up to 150 Merkel cells always has one trunk fiber at the level of the palisade endings

around the same guard hair associated with the touch dome. In addition to the main afferents, additional fine nerve fiber bundles provide chiefly fine unmyelinated

fibers into the touch dome (additional fibers, orange). In the deeper, more central part, it is still not clear whether the trunk fiber converges further with any other trunk

fiber (large pink arrowhead with question marks). (b) Classically, each terminal unmyelinated branch in a terminal territory supplies a simple discoid ending at a

Merkel cell (sandy and red ellipse, MC) at the distal end. Yellow arrowhead: terminal point. S: Schwann cell of final myelinated branch. (c) Newly demonstrated

architecture of innervation in a cluster of Merkel cell–axon complexes in a terminal territory. Merkel cells (sandy and red ellipse, MC) were typically contacted by

multiple small discoid endings (de). Some discoid endings on the different Merkel cells are supplied by the same terminal unmyelinated branch. Many of the terminal

branches show branching, while a few show en-passant appearance. Keratinocytes and collagen bundles surround Merkel cells resembling a ball-bearing (see below).

Yellow arrowhead: terminal point. S: Schwann cell of final myelinated branch. (d) More detailed schematic drawings of Merkel cell–axon complexes tucked between

keratinocytes connected with collagen fiber bundles. (d1), Most terminal unmyelinated branches are covered with terminal Schwann cell (TS) sheath. Merkel cells

(sandy and red ellipses, MC) may be individually anchored by protrusions of keratinocytes (ball-bearing-like dark rings representing keratinocytes). Moreover, many

spike-like processes from Merkel cells may anchor themselves to the surroundings. Keratinocytes anchoring Merkel cells are assumed to be in hanging bell-like shape

(insert in the lower right). The bottoms of the protrusions of keratinocytes were penetrated by many collagen bundles ascending from the dermis. (d2), When the

Merkel cell is removed, discoid endings (des) can be seen just beneath of keratinocytes (K).
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hairy skin in the lower leg, which are more accessible but less

densely supplied with touch domes (e.g., Iggo and Muir, 1969;

Tapper and Wiesenfeld, 1980). It has been suggested that one

touch dome is generally supplied by only one afferent axon and

only very few touch domes (approximately 5%) are supplied by

two afferent nerve fibers (Tapper, 1964). This is confirmed in

this study by following trunk fibers from the deeper dermis up

to the epidermo-dermal border. In our observations, the trunk

fiber of the touch dome consisting of up to 150 Merkel cells

usually starts dividing in the deep dermis at the level of the

palisade nerve endings.

Each final myelinated branch of the afferent trunk fiber

supplies a distinct area of the touch dome with approximately

15 Merkel cells. It is similar to the arrangement in the skin of

human finger tips (Guinard et al., 1998). The classical view is

that the terminal unmyelinated branches arise from a final

myelinated branch innervating several Merkel cells forming a

single discoid ending at the distal end in contact with one

Merkel cell (Guinard et al., 1998). Our observations revealed

that each Merkel cell in a touch dome of the cat is typically

contacted by multiple discoid endings instead of a single one

with interconnections between endings at the neighboring

Merkel cells.

This is the first description of such network of fine terminal

unmyelinated branches in touch domes because it has been

difficult to differentiate the main network forming the Merkel

cell–axon complexes from the other unmyelinated nerve fibers

in normal light or electron microscopy observations (for a

review, see Tachibana and Nawa, 2002; Halata et al., 2003).

Confocal microscopy can be used to follow thin nerve fibers

over long distances allowing clear identification of fine-caliber

nerve fibers forming free nerve endings (Provitera et al., 2007)

as well as autonomic fibers in the dermis.

Previous studies using anti-PGP9.5 immunocytochemistry

have overlooked the patchwork-like structures. This may

simply be due to a species difference or to the insufficient

resolution in the pervious analyses. Meanwhile, the anti-

PGP9.5 antibodies has been shown to specifically label axons

without terminal Schwann cells, such as Meissner corpuscles in

humans (Castano et al., 1995) and in periodontal Ruffini

endings in rats (Nakakura-Ohshima et al., 1995). The Schwann

cell sheath can never be revealed using anti-NF200 antibodies.

In this study, not only anti-NF 200 but also anti-PGP9.5

antibodies could reveal the intricate structure on the touch

dome.

The small discoid endings on a Merkel cell are variable in

number. In addition, a few Merkel cells attached to a single disc

are occasionally observed. Such variation in discoid endings

may suggest some degeneration or regeneration of terminal

unmyelinated fibers (Ebara et al., 2003). This also may play a

role in the equivocal observation of the innervation of the touch

dome.

In contrast, the discoid endings on the Merkel cells in cat

vibrissal hair follicles show no fragmentation at the level of the

ring sinus (Ebara et al., 2002). In addition, the terminal fibers

terminate mainly in an en-passant manner so that no network of

fine fibers like in the touch domes can be found beneath the

Merkel cell cluster. Furthermore, the Merkel cells are separated

from the collagen bundles in the mesenchymal sheath by a thick

glassy membrane in the vibrissae.

As mentioned earlier, every touch dome is also innervated by

a rich fine-caliber nerve supply in addition to the main afferents.

Part of these fibers showing varicose appearance have close

connections with blood vessels in the dermis (probably

autonomic nerve fibers) while others extend into the epidermis

probably forming free nerve endings particularly in the

peripheral zone of the touch dome. Such dense nerve network

may possibly be involved in a modulation system of touch

dome sensation. Particularly in the case of free nerve endings,

they were suggested to be involved in the sensation of pricking

pain produced by localized mechanical injury of the skin

(Kruger et al., 1981).

In this study, we observed Merkel cell–axon complexes

protruding deeply into the dermis. This could explain the

previous observations on Merkel cells located in the dermis of

the skin samples from aged human subjects (Halata, 1990;

Mahrle and Orfanos, 1974). While the spaces between Merkel

cells normally contain at least cytoplasmic protrusions from

keratinocytes, we observed axons covered only by the terminal

Schwann sheath in some dermal areas on the periphery. From

confocal observations, they were found to consist of many fine

terminal branches that can be observed without varicose

appearance beneath the Merkel cells.

On the other hand, protrusions of keratinocytes extending

into the papillary layer of the dermis but still covered with basal

lamina are found throughout the skin. These structures have

been described as ‘‘Wurzelfuesschen’’ on the basis of light

microscopic as well as electron microscopic observations

(Horstmann, 1957; Iggo and Andres, 1982). Another new

finding of this study is the observation of collagen bundles

extending from the dermis into the immediate neighborhood of

Merkel cells. Primary projections of the collagen bundles

surrounding each Merkel cell would roughly determine the

position of the cells, and the secondary projections penetrating

the keratinocytes would fix the structure. Furthermore, each

Merkel cell is firmly attached to the surrounding keratinocytes

by many fine processes.

This very intricate connection between the epidermis and

dermis in the immediate neighborhood of Merkel cells allows

mechanical stimuli to reach the cell not only directly from the

above but also from the side. The cytoplasmic processes from

Merkel cells extending between keratinocytes, terminal

Schwann cells as well as into the basal lamina between dermis

further facilitate the transmission of mechanical stimuli to the

Merkel cells.

Thus, it is speculated that each Merkel cell–axon complex

may be able to sense a certain distortion of a point-limited area

of the epidermo-dermal border. Receptor potentials evoked in

the up to 20 neighboring and successive Merkel cell–axon

complexes may induce a certain impulse pattern at the point of

the final myelinated branch. Depending on the nature of the

stimuli to the touch dome, the same terminal unmyelinated

branch may be able to evoke different impulse patterns. It

would be because even a single Merkel cell has more than one
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piece of discoid ending and these are mostly connected to the

other Merkel cells by fine terminal branches through branching

or in en-passant manners.

In contrast to the other types of slowly adapting mechan-

oreceptors, Merkel cell receptors have a rather unique firing

pattern of action potentials (Iggo and Muir, 1969), suggesting

multiple sites of spike generation, which do not cancel each

other (Horch et al., 1974). The intricate structure of the terminal

unmyelinated branches and afferent myelinated branches until

they converge to form the trunk fiber in touch domes could

explain such peculiar spike generation process that is not

observed in other cutaneous mechanoreceptors.
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